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A Walk in the Park
Inside this issue

Parks Week
Parks Week is coming up from
6th-14th of March 2021.
Parks Week is all about getting
out and about and exploring
your local and national parks.

Did you know that spending
time outdoors and in our parks,
positively influences our
wellbeing? So get your
adventure shoes on and get
exploring!
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Acknowledgement to country
The Department for Environment and
Water acknowledges Aboriginal people
as the First Peoples and Nations of the
lands and waters we live and work upon
and we pay our respects to their Elders
past, present and emerging. We
acknowledge and respect the deep

spiritual connection and the relationship
that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people have to Country.
The Department works in partnership
with the First Peoples of South Australia
and supports their Nations to take a
leading role in caring for their Country.
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MAD MAZE
Maze level: Difficult

Help the Ranger through the forest. See if you can find your way
through the maze.

Fill in the missing
vowels

M _ MM _ L
K _ _ P_ R

START

What am I?
I’m sometimes big
but sometimes
small.
In the autumn, you
might see me fall
What am I?
____________________

True or False
Plants make food.

T/F

FINISH

Riddle Clue credit to Stephen
Pepper, Riddles-For-Kids.org
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Power Rangers

Logo of the National Parks and Wildlife
service (Department for Environment and
Water).

A Park Ranger’s job is diverse. They care for our environment
by controlling pest animals in our parks, they protect
biodiversity and cultural heritage, they manage fire and
emergency responses and support during bushfires. They
also monitor and protect our states plants and wildlife, as well
as patrol areas to keep the parks safe for visitors (like you!),
to make sure your experience in the park is safe.

There are well over 500 species of eucalypt and South Australian koalas are
known to only eat about 22 species of eucalypt. Talk about fussy eaters!

Did you
know?
South Australia has
around 138 park
rangers

Can trees smell?
Can plants smell like humans can?

No, they don't have noses or a nervous
system but they can give off particular
smells which can attract birds and bees,
or stop certain pests or insects from
damaging their leaves and trunks.
For example, koalas only eat eucalyptus
leaves. Each type of eucalyptus leaf
releases different smells. This means the
koalas can choose the ones that smell
the tastiest to them.
Next time you’re in your garden or in a
park, use your nose and see what you
can smell.

Did you know?

Above: Flint the koala enjoying some
eucalyptus leaves. Right: A Stringy bark
gumtree, which are found all around
Cleland Wildlife Park.

Green plants use sunlight
to change carbon dioxide
and water into food. This
process is called
‘photosynthesis’. WOW –
plants are amazing!
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Find-a-word

Find the
following words:

Environmental
Park Ranger
Animal keeper
Tree
Eucalyptus
Wellbeing
Species
Protect
Koala
Nature
Fauna
Wildlife
National Park
Conservation
Flora
Did you
know?
Royal National Park
in NSW, was the first
official National Park
in Australia (1879).

Let’s hear your voice:
What’s your favourite thing about being outdoors
or what do you like doing?

Did you know?
Cleland Wildlife Park
has been a park since
1967.

Tell us what you think:
Email: clelandwildlifepark@sa.gov.au
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Days to Remember
World Wildlife Day
Wednesday 3rd March
2021
World Rangers Day
Saturday 31st July 2021
International Zoo
Keeper Day
Monday October 4th
2021

Keeper for keeps
Animal keepers are super important for any wildlife park, including Cleland Wildlife Park.
They are the professionals who are responsible for maintaining the health of all the
animals in the park, and ensuring proper maintenance of their enclosures.
At Cleland Wildlife Park we have lots of different kinds of keepers, we have: mammal
keepers, bird keepers, koala keepers, reptile keepers and an invertebrate keeper.
Animal keepers have many different duties, such as: Feeding the animals, making
sure they are healthy, cleaning and sweeping up poo (animals’ poo a lot and if it doesn’t
get cleaned up it would smell pretty stinky!). Maintaining their enclosures and
creating enriching opportunities to help keep the animals physically and emotionally
happy. Caring for sick and injured animals, providing health checks and reports,
presenting information to the public and much more!
Animal keepers are observant, empathic, and passionate about animals. It’s a job
that’s hard work but rewarding, as you get to work with amazing animals every day!

Cleland News
Junior Conservation
Club STARTING SOON!
For the month of March
every Sunday we are
offering a free mini
session (try before you
buy)
of
our
new
upcoming kids club.
When: Sunday the 7th,
14th, 21st, 28th March
Time: 11am-12pm
Duration: 1 hour
Session Cost: Free

Photo: LHS Koala keeper Ash feeding our many koalas at Cleland Wildlife Park. Mammal keeper Jenna in
the buggy ready to head out into the park, Mammal keeper Jason, chopping up some food for the
animals.

(Park Entry applies)

Club Membership

We are lucky enough to have around 360 parks under the National Parks
and Wildlife Service across South Australia – go get exploring.

Cost: $15 for a year
Includes:
1.

2.

Adventure
journal with
monthly
conservation
challenges
Subscription to
the Gumnut
Gazette

3.

Conservation
Club badge

4.

Monthly sessions
through the year
with fun
activities and
projects to be
involved in (extra
cost – book
online soon)

Why are parks
important?
With our ever developing world, it’s important
to preserve and protect our natural world.
Our National Parks are legally protected areas
to conserve important ecosystems, habitats,
plants, animals, unique land formations, and
culturally significant places.
AND parks allow us to enjoy nature, learn
about our environment, and the plants and
wildlife that live there. So get out there and
enjoy!
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